
Transcription of the handwritten will of Johannes Joseph Erich 
 

Note: You can find the photo’s of the original document below this transcription. 

The text below is a translated transcription of the handwritten will of Johannes Joseph Erich (Johan). 

The original document is basically written in Dutch, but contains pieces of text that are Frisian 

language those are shaded yellow in this translation: 

Will 

If I, Johannes Joseph Erich, should die, I shall gladly have the following provisions made: 

This advertisement should be placed in the Dockumer-, Leeuwarder- and Hepkema Courant 

(newspapers): 

+ Today "date" in "location" in the Lord rests our dear son and brother Johan Joseph Erich, born in 

Dokkum on the tenth of September 1914. He was buried in Dokkum. 

The text should be adapted to the circumstances as much as possible. Regarding the language, advice 

should be sought from, for example, Mr. Kamminga, from whom, if necessary, the mourning letters 

can also be ordered. These are manufactured in the same vein. 

A simple (flat) tombstone should be placed on my grave with the following inscription: 

+ Today "date" in "location" in the Lord rests our dear son and brother Johan Joseph Erich, born in 

Dokkum on the tenth of September 1914. He was buried in Dokkum. Pray for his soul. Jesus says to 

Martha: I am the resurrection and the life. Anyone who believes in me will live, even if he has already 

died. John 11:25                        REST IN PEACE  

Should I be buried abroad, then, if possible, make an inscription on Papa's tombstone in the 

cemetery in Dockum. 

In the same spirit, the text of the prayer card should include the following additions: 

Jesus says to Martha: etc. 

A precious grace is reserved for those who in piety have entered the sleep of death. So it is a holy 

and wholesome thought to pray for the dead, that they may be delivered from their sins. 2nd Book 

Maccabees 12:46 

God whose mercy is endless: graciously accept our humble prayers; and grant the soul of our 

brother, to whom You have bestowed the confession of Your name, the forgiveness of all sins (From 

the Mass Liturgy). REST IN PEACE. 

My monetary assets consist of: The amount determined at the division of property + the proceeds of 

the policies. The money that I have in my savings bank book belongs to mother, who also receives 

money from me according to the note in the book (to be found in the money box). All expenses and 

debts must be paid from this. Each of the nephews receives a savings bank book with a hundred 

guilders left over, which money they can dispose of when they turn eighteen. This may also apply to 

those who are in status nascendi at the time of my death, i.e. are expected. 



I also wish to donate one hundred guilders, Mrs. Lieuwe van der Meij, furthermore an equal amount 

to the Carmelites and to the Friars Minor in Drachten. The rest must be divided between Bas, Leny, 

Carolien and Truus. If necessary, have the inheritance statement drawn up by the bailiff, not by the 

notary. 

My clothing, footwear, etc. are intended for Bas, with the exception of the black suit, which is for 

Eduard. Incidentally, I leave to Mother what she wants to give to the others, e.g. shirts, etc. 

The rest can be divided as follows: 

1. Ice skates: for those who need it the most. 

2. Camera: Truus 

3. Egyptian Wallet: Leny 

4. Men's wallet: Bas 

5. Wristwatch: Eduard 

6. Spinning Wheel: Lenny 

7. Bookcase with books: Truus. All brothers and sisters choose a book (from the oldest!) 

8. Marble bookends: Carolien. 

9. Fountain pen: Caroline 

10. Reading Lamp: Lenny 

11. Delft vase: Carolien 

12. Delft plate: Truus 

13. Tin coffee pot: Carolien 

14. Anniversary Board: Lenny 

15. Pipe stand, etc: Eduard 

16. Delft bowl: Bas 

17. Makkumer dish with old silver handle: Gerard 

18.      ,,               ,,       ,,    new      ,,        ,,   : Carolien 

19. Big blue jar with a lid: Eduard 

20. Makkumer chocolate set: Carolien. 

21.          ,,          mocca cups:   1st Jan de Graaf 

2nd Wim Jutten 

3rd Anton Jorritsma 

4th J.H. Boleij 

5th Jack Terpstra 



6th F. Sierksma 

 

22. Makkumer pipe rack: Jan de Graaf, as a grateful reminder of our friendship. The book Poet and 

Reality is also for him. 

23. Antique hallway clock: Gerard The clock will never be allowed to be sold, as in that case it will 

come to the next-related Erich family!!! 

24. Bicycle: Truus 

25. Round Table Reading Lamp: Gerard. 

26. Makkumer tile: Jan Schutte. 

27. Silver vegetable, sauce and potato spoon: Leny 

28.       ,,        ,,               ,,       ,,        ,,           ,,       :Truus 

29. Silver spoon and fork: Carolien 

30. Wall cookie cabinet (gift from the officers to the Lord van Straten at his wedding): Leny 

31. Golden signet ring: Eduard 

32. Napkin ring: Eduard 

33. Etching Franeker: Eduard. 

34. Gold Watch: Bass 

35. Stained glass window with Saint Joseph: Eduard 

Everything, as far as Mother is willing to give it up during her lifetime. Can of course be exchanged. 

Originally drawn up in Dockum 5 Aug 1943 

Renewed 24 May 1944 

Signed with J.J. Erich 



 



 



 



 


